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Abstract. Consider the problem of using a vehicle to transport k objects one at a time
between s stations on a circular track. Let the cost of the transportation be the rotal dis-
tance traveled by the vehicle on the track. An 0 (k + M(s, q)) time algorithm is
presented to find a minimum cost transportation, where M (m, n) is the time to solve a
minimum spanning tree problem on a graph with m edges and n venices, and
q ~ min{k, s} is the nwnber of strongly connected components in an associated bal-
anced problem. Also, the minimum spanning tree problem on a graph with m edges
and n vertices is reduced ro a transportation problem on a linear track with 0 (m) sta-
tions, 0 (m) objects and 0 (n) strongly connected components in 0 (m) time.




Consider an undirected weighted graph with objects located at various vertices.
Associated with each object is a destination vertex, to which that object is [0 be moved
by a vehicle that traverses the edges of the graph. A fundamental problem in motion
planning is to determine a minimum cost tour of the vehicle that transpons all objects
from their initial positions to their destinations. In the case of general graphs, the prob-
lem is NP-hard, even if the vehicle can rransport only one object at a time [FHK].
Recently, attention has focused on solving this motion planning problem on very simple
classes of graphs, with unit capacity vehicles. Such examples have potential applica-
[ions in robotics. Atallah and Kosaraju consider graphs that are simple paths and sim~
pIe cycles [AK]. Frederickson and Guan consider graphs that are trees [FG]. Both
papers distinguish between two cases, based on whether or not drops are allowed in the
transportation. A drop is an unloading of an object at a vertex that is not its destina-
tion. If an object is dropped, its move is not immediately completed, and the object
must be picked up and transported farther at some later time in the transportation.
In this note we tighten the bound of [AK] for the case of simple cycles with no
drops. Whereas all possible solutions are considered in a divide~and-conquer search
that is used in [AK], we quickly prune away all but a constant number of possible solu-
tions. We also show that the asymptotic complexity of the transportation problem with
no drops for either a simple path or a simple cycle is essentially the same as that of the
minimum spanning tree problem (on a general graph).
For simplicity, we shall use much of the notation in [AK]. In particular, we
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shall refer to the under!ying graph as a track, and the vertices in the graph as stations.
Let k be the number of objects, s the number of stations, and q the number of strongly
connected components once additional moves are added to yield a certain "balanced"
problem. Let M(m, n) be the rime to solve the minimum spanning uee problem on a
graph with n vertices and m edges. (Currently, the fastest known algorithm for the
minimum spanning tree problem is given in [GGSTJ, providing an upper bound on
M (m, n) of 0 (m log ~(m, n)), where ~(-, -) is a slowly growing function similar ro rhe
log* (-) function.) For the case in which drops are allowed, an 0 (k + s) time algorithm
is given in [AK] for the circular track, and hence the linear track. For the case in which
no drops are allowed, an 0 (k + slog s) time algorithm is given in [AK] for a circular
track, and an 0 (k + M (s, q» time algorithm for a linear track (where the time is as
indicated in the note added in proof in [AK]).
We make several observations about the structure of the transportation problem
on a circular track with no drops that allows us to generate an 0 (k + M (s, q)) time
algorithm. We also provide a simple argument that solving a transportation problem on
a linear track where k = s is in general no easier than solving a minimum spanning tree
problem on q vertices and s edges. Thus in the sense of asymptotic complexity, the cir-
cular track problem with no drops is no harder than the linear track problem with no
drops. Thus for both the case of drops and the case of no drops, restricting the graph
from a circular track to a linear track will make the problem no easier.
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2. A faster algorithm
In this section we derive several observations that lead to a faster algoriLhm.
We first recall some definitions from [AK]. Let the stations be indexed from 1 to S, and
the edge between stations i and i+l be denoted as interval U, i+l). Assume that each
object moves in the shoner of the two directions for it, either clockwise or counter-
clockwise, around the cycle. Let $(i) be the input flux across interval 0, i +1), defined
as the number of clockwise moves in the input minus the number of counterclockwise
moves in the input across interval (I, i+l).
Recall from [AK] that in any transportation. the number of clockwise moves
across an interval minus the number of counterclockwise moves across an interval will
be the same for all intervals. More generally, for any set of moves in which the
difference across every interval is the same, this common difference is called the flux.
By adding moves in which the vehicle carries no object, any particular value of flux can
be achieved. Let 'V be the value of the flux for some set of moves. Let Ji be length of
interval (i, i+1). Let db ('V) be the cost of a minimum cost set of augmenting moves
that yield a flux of 'V. The function db (-) represents the cost to achieve degree balance
between incoming and outgoing moves at each station. Then
n
db ('If) = L I('If - $(i)) I 1;. Note that adding moves with the "empty object" to achieve
i=l
degree balance may result in more than one strongly connected component, where each
component is Eulerian, and each is isolated from the others. Among all minimum-cost
sets of augmenting moves that yield a flux of 'V, let qw be the minimum number of
srrongly connected components that result from any of these augmentations. There is a
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minimum-cost set of augmenting moves that achieves flux 'If. creates q \IT strongly con-
nected components, and is of cardinality 0 (k + s), and such a set can be found in
o (k + s) time. Besides the augmenting moves that achieve a particular flux, additional
moves with no object are in general necessary to achieve connectivity among the com-
panents, and thus be able to construct a rransportation.
We introduce some additional notation. Let c'I' be the total length of intervals
with W) = ",. Then c'" = :E Ii. Note that c'" ;, 0 for all ",. Let IC C",l be the cost of
llI(i)=\jI
a minimum cost set of augmenting moves that yield a transportation with flux ",. The
function te (-) represents the COSt to achieve both degree balance and connectivity. Let y
be the largest value of flux for which a set of augmenting moves of overall minimum
cost achieves degree balance. We note some simple relationships among these quanti-
ties in the following lemmas.
Lemma 1. For all values", of flux, teC",) ,; dbC",) + 2c"" which holds with strict ine-
quality if db C",) < te C",l.
Proof. The addition of the augmenting moves that achieve degree balance will leave
one or more strongly connected components. If there is more than one such com-
ponen<, then the components are separated by intervals Ci, i+l) with ~Ci) =",. Adding
a move in each direction across all but one such interval will yield one strongly con-
nected component. 0
Lemma 2. For all values", afflux, dbC",) dbC",- 1) - :E Cj + :E Cj
j>",-l j.:s;\V-l
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Proof. Given a set of moves that achieve degree balance for flux \jf- 1, one can gen-
erate a set of moves that achieve degree balance for flux", by removing an augmenting
move from each interval i for which <!l(i) > '" - 1. and by adding an augmenting move




b. LCj > LCj
j'5."{ j>"f
Proof. Part (a) follows directly from Lemma 2 and the definition of y. Part (b) follows
by combining the definition of y with the following, which is obtained from Lemma 2.
db(y+ i) = db(y) - LCj + LCj
j>"f j5.y
o
Next we note that db ('I') is a concave (upwards) function of '1'.
Lemma 4. The function db (-) is concave.
Proof. A simple proof by induction on n establishes that functions of the form
n
L IQjx-bj I are concave. Note that dbC-) is is of this fonn. 0
i=l
Let 0 be the largest value of flux for which a minimum cost transportation is
achieved. Then teeo) = minw{tc('If)}. We next show that at most three values of 'If
need be considered.
Lemma 5. A value of 'If in the range y- I ~'If ~y+ 1 achieves the minimum value of
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,e(-).
Proof. Suppose 0;;' y+ 2. Then
db(o) 5 ,e(o - 1)
which by Lemma 1
5 db (0 - 1) + 2e Il--l
= db (0) + L ej - L ej + 2e Il--l
i>&-i j:!>&-l
1l--2
= db (0) + (Lej - Lej) - 2 L ej
j>y jSy j=yrl
By the nonnegativity of c'If' Cj ::2: 0 for y+ 1 ~ j ~ 6- 2. But then Lej - Lej ~ O.
j'5."f i>r
which contradicts Lemma 3b. Thus B < y+ 2.
Suppose 0 5y- 2 and db (0 + 1) = 'e(o + 1). Then hy Lemma 4
db(o) ;;, db(o+ 1) = ,e(o+ I)
Thus the COSt of a solution with flux 0 + 1 is always at least as good as a solution with
flux 0, a contradiction to the choice of o.
Suppose05y- 2anddb(0+ 1)<,e(o+ 1). Then
db(o) 5 'e(o + 1)
which by Lemma 1
< db(o + 1) + 2e&+1
db(o) - Lej + Lej + 2e&+1
j>fl j:!,tj
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By the nonnegativiry of c\I" Cj ~ 0 for B+ 2 ::;; j ::;; y- 1. But then L Cj - L Cj > 0,
jS:..,--l j>y-l
which contradicts Lemma 3a. From this and the preceding case, we may conclude that
5> y- 2.
Thus the above cases rule out all values 'I' of flux except those in the range
y- 1 " '1''' y+ 1. 0
The algorithm to solve the transportation problem is the following. First com-
pure the values of db ('II) for values of 'I' from -k [0 k, as discussed in [AK]. Next per-
fonn a scan of the values db ('I') to identify y. Then for each of the values y- I, y,
y+ 1 of flux, solve the associated minimum spanning tree algorithm, using the fastest
currently known algorithm. Choose from among the three transportations the solution
that is of smallest total cost. Let q be max{qy-l. q"(. q"fTl}.
Theorem 1. The time to solve a transportation problem with no drops on a graph that
is a simple cycle is 0 (k + M (s, q», where k is the number of objects, s is the number
of stations, q is the maximum of number of strongly connected components in three
related balanced problems, and M (m, n) is the time to solve the minimum spanning
tree problem on a graph with n vertices and m edges.
Proof. By the discussion in [AK], the time to find y is 0 (k). The three minimum
spanning tree problems can each be set up in O(s) time. Since M(s, .) is Q(s), the
result follows. 0
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3. A reduction from the minimum spanning tree problem
We show how to reduce the minimum spanning tree problem to a rransponation
problem with no drops on a linear track. Recall from [AK] that the degree balanced
version of the problem is one in which a minimum cost set of balancing moves has
been added so that for any interval (i, i+1) on the track, the number of moves across
the interval in the clockwise direction equals the number of moves across the interval in
the counterclockwise direction. Let k be the number of moves and s the number of sta-
tions. Among all such minimum-cost sets of augmenting moves, let q be the minimum
number of strongly connected components that result from any of these augmentations.
There is a minimum-cost set of augmenting moves that creates q strongly connected
components and is of cardinality 0 (k + s), and such a set can be found in 0 (k + s)
time.
Theorem 2. Let R(k, s, q) be the time to solve a transportation problem with no drops
on a linear !Tack of S stations, with k moves, and q components in [he balanced prob·
lem. The time to find a minimum spanning tree in a graph of m edges and n vertices is
o (R (m, m, n)).
Proof. Let G = (V, E) be a connected weighted undirected graph with m edges and
n > 3 vemces. Without loss of generality, assume all edge weights are positive. Let W
be the largest of the edge weights. Compute the degree of every vertex. For any vertex
of degree less than 3, add edges of cost W + 1 to G to make every vertex be of degree
at least 3. Once these edges have been added, if not all vertices are of even degree,
introduce a new vertex, with edges of cost W + I to each vertex of odd degree. The
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resulting graph G' will have n' vertices. n ::; n':5 n+l, and m' edges, m ::; m'::; m + 3n,
and the degree of each venex will be even and at least 4. By the choice of the cost of
new edges, a minimum spanning rree of G' will be a minimum spanning tree of G, plus
some edge to the new vertex if a new vertex was introduced. Given graph G', find an
Euler tour of G' , starting at any vertex. We denote the [our by the sequence of vertices
Given the Euler tour, we generate an instance P of a transportation problem on a
linear track as follows. There will be m' + 1 stations, one for each visit of a vertex in
the Euler tour. The edge from the j-th to the U+l)-st sration will correspond to the
U+l)-sr edge in the Euler tour, and thus be of cost c(ej+l)' There will be one object
originating at each station. The destinations of the objects are determined as follows.
Consider the r-th station, and suppose it corresponds to a visit to vertex v in the Euler
tour. Let the r'-th station correspond to [he next visit to vertex v in the Euler tour. (If
there is no next visit to v, let the r'-th station correspond to the first visit to v.) Then
the destination of the object at sration r is station r'. Since the degree of each vertex in
G' is at least 4, every object will have a destination different from its originating sta-
tion.
From the construction it is clear rhat for any vertex in G' the set of arcs in P
fonn a cycle. It foHows that there are n' strongly connected componems in P. For each
edge (v, w) in G' there is an edge of the same cost in the track from a station in the
cycle of stations corresponding to v to a station in the cycle of stations corresponding to
w.
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Consider an optimal transportation Q for P. Consider the set of edges traversed
by Q when no object is being carried. Any edge traversed in one direction is traversed
in the other direction. The number of such edges is n'-l. and these edges correspond to
a minimum spanning tree of G'. Thus we can solve a minimum spanning tree problem
by generating an instance P, finding an optimal transponation Q for P, and extracting
the edges of the minimum spanning tree from Q. Clearly. all steps other than that of
finding the transportation will take 0 (m') time. Thus the minimum spanning tree prob-
lem in G' can be solved in rime Oem' + R(m'+l, m'+l. n'n. Assuming the monotoni-
city of R (., ., "l, and noting that R (m, ", .J is Q(m), this is 0 (R (m, m, n)). 0
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